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2 The dog taught _____________ to turn on
1 Complete the sentences with the words.
beard chain dye piercing
ring sideburns tattoo polish
I love bright red nail polish.
1 He has a _____________ of a fish on his
arm.
2 She used this hair _____________ to get
blond.
3 She wears her wedding ____________ on
this finger.
4 Do you think ____________ keep your
face warm?
5 His ________________ is gray and is the
same color as his hair.
6 I think a nose or ear ______________
looks OK, but I hate it in tongues!
7 He wears a _____________ around his
neck — it looks like a necklace.
2 Write the people for these verbs.
grow – grower
1 work – ______________
2 export – ______________
3 design – ______________
4 manufacture – ______________
5 shop – ______________
6 supply – ______________
3 Complete the sentences with reflexive
pronouns or each other.
1 Laura and Stephen send
___________________ postcards from
their vacations.

the TV.
3 You should see the movie
__________________ .
4 Grace and Ian smiled at
___________________ through the
window.
5 I bought ___________________ a new
lipstick.
4 Are the sentences active (A) or passive
(P)? Change the active sentences into
passive sentences, and the passive
sentences into active sentences.
1 My sister designed that dress. ____
That dress _________________________________.
2 Cotton is imported from the U.S. ____
People ____________________________________.
3 The price of the tickets shocked us. ____
We _______________________________________.
4 Celebrities will wear my shoes. ____
My shoes __________________________________.
5 The painting was sold for $10,000. ____
He________________________________________.
5 Order the words to make passive
questions. There is one extra word you do
not need.
1 be / designs / will / by / what / the / called
__________________________________________
2 the / sign / yesterday / contract / was /
signed
__________________________________________
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3 made / the / are / gadgets / in / make /
China
__________________________________________
4 party / will / to / I / am / invited / be / the
__________________________________________
5 invented / were / by / jeans / LeviStrauss / for

a the college

b downtown

c the

stadium
2 Helen visited the college website
because ... .
a she wants to find recommendations for
apartments
b she wants to find someone to share
an apartment
c she wanted to reply to her e-mails

6 Read Helen’s e-mail about starting
college. What is she mainly concerned
about?
a her image and her accommodations
b her accommodations and her studies
c her friends and her image

3 At college, Helen is definitely going to ...
.
a have fair hair
b have a tattoo
c wear makeup
4 Rosa and Helen ... .

Hi Aidan,Today is my last day in high. In two
months I’ll be starting college at Stanford. I’m
going to find somewhere to live next month,
hopefully near the college, although I don’t mind
being near downtown. I’m not enthusiastic about
places near the sports stadium – it’s very noisy!
Will anyone want to share an apartment with
me? There are lots of ads for roommates on the
college website. I’ve written to a few, but I
haven’t had any replies yet.
I’ve promised myself a new "look" for my new
life. Most of my clothes were bought on sale, so
they aren’t very fashionable. I’m going to study
media, and I’ll be taught by some famous
journalists, so I want to look modern and stylish.
I’m going to wear lipstick and nail polish, and I’m
going to change my hair. It’ll be dyed red, or
maybe black! I can’t stand being blond anymore.
I might even get a tattoo — I’m not sure. I like
some of Lady Gaga’s tattoos, but I don’t know
who they were designed by.
Most people won’t know me at college, so this is
a great time to be different. Rosa is going to
study with me, and she also wants a new style.
She wants me to call her "Roz," too, which might
feel strange. Luckily, I like my name!
When are you starting college?
Love,Helen
7 Read Helen’s e-mail again and choose
the correct answers.
1 Helen would prefer to live close to... .

a are going to start college together
b want to change their appearance and
names
c didn’t know each other before college
8 Choose the correct words.
1 ―What's the problem?‖ ―It doesn’t fit /
look / take.‖
2 ―I’ll take it.‖ ―Certainly. That’s / Here’s /
We’ve ten dollars, please.‖
3 ―I’d like to exchange / try / choose this
T-shirt, please.‖ ―Do you have the
receipt?‖
4 ―What do you think?‖ ―That blue color
really exchanges / fits / look good on
you.‖
5 ―Can I try this on?‖ ―Yes, sure. The
trying / suiting / changing rooms are
over there.‖
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9 Complete the sentences. There are two
extra words you do not need.
border citizen currency election
flag law minister state
Adults can vote in the election.
1 The _______________ of the U.S. is the
dollar.
sixteen — it’s the _______________.
3 The American _____________ is red,
white, and blue.

(not change).
12 Complete the second conditional
sentences using the correct form of the
verbs.

country is called the President.
5 A _______________ works for the
government.

1 Phil ___________________ (ask) her out if
he ___________________ (know) her
2 If they ___________________ (introduce)
the new law, people
___________________ (be) pleased.
3 What _________________ you

10 Complete the phrases with the words.
ban raise

(love) it.

name.

4 The head of _______________ in my

invest

vote

1 ______________ heavy trucks from
downtown
2 ______________ for a politician
3 ______________ more money in
education
4 ______________ the price of junk food
5

the government ___________________

If she read (read) it, she would love

2 You must go to school until the age of

permit

4 Unless we ___________________ (vote),

______________ all teenagers to vote

________________ (do) if you
_________________ (not be) a teacher?
4 Kim ___________________ (feel) healthier
if she ___________________ (eat) more
vegetables.
13 Complete the sentences. Use the correct
form of make or let and an object
pronoun.
John’s parents are very strict. They
make him (John) go to bed before 10
p.m.
1 They are relaxed parents. They

11 Complete the first conditional sentences
using the correct form of the verbs.
If this party wins (win), they’ll
introduce (introduce) new laws.
1 If the Yankees ___________________
(win), I ___________________ (be) very
happy.
2 Sandra ___________________ (learn) to
drive if her parents ___________________
(let) her.
3 If they ___________________ (not work)
harder, they ___________________ (fail)
their exams.

_________________________ (their
children) eat chocolate.
2 I want to know the secret. I’m going to
____________________ (my boyfriend)
tell me.
3 The teacher ____________________ (my
friend and I) do extra homework. It’s so
unfair!
4 Emma is tired, so I’m going to
____________________ (Emma) sleep
late.
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14 Complete the sentences. Are they first
(1st) or second (2nd) conditionals?
Sam will help (help) you if you ask. 1st
1 If I could, I ___________________ (ban)
violent video games. ______
2 They ___________________ (not
recognize) her if she wears lipstick.
______
3 Unless we tell them, they
___________________ (not know) the
truth. ______
4 I wouldn’t raise taxes if I
___________________ (be) the President.
______
5 I’ll do the shopping if you
___________________ (make) dinner.
______
15 Complete the text.
I can’t do my homework! I wish Josh were
here — he’s great at politics. I wish I (1)
____________ made better notes in class. I
wish that these questions
(2) ____________ easier. Most of all, I wish it
(3) ____________ Friday, so I didn’t have to
study!
16 Read the text at right. Then write true or
false. Correct the false sentences.
1 Richard Booth sold new books in Hay in
the 1960s.
____________________________________
2 He imported books from different
countries.
___________________________________
3 He later became the Prime Minister of
Hay.
____________________________________
4 The Literary Festival is usually held in a
school.
____________________________________
5 A famous politician visited Hay.

____________________________________

HAY-ON-WYE
Hay-on-Wye is a small town in Wales, just on
the border with England. It’s surrounded by
beautiful hills and farms. Today Hay is known as
the "Town of Books."
The man who created this identity for the town
and set up the first bookstore there is Richard
Booth. He opened a second-hand bookstore in
the old fire station in 1961. He bought a lot of
books from other countries. He thought that if
you sell books in many different languages,
customers will come from many different
countries — and he was right! Today there are
more than thirty bookstores in Hay-on-Wye.
Booth received a lot of publicity in 1977. He
announced that Hay was an independent nation
and that he was the king. He said that his horse
was the Prime Minister! He now lives in
Germany, but his store is still in Hay.
In the late 1970s Hay became the world’s first
official Book Town, and ten years later, in 1988,
the first Hay Literary Festival was held. At first it
took place in different town buildings, including
the elementary school, but now it is celebrated
just outside the town because it’s too big! It’s
very successful. Today about 80,000 visitors
attend every year in June, and some of the best
known literary figures and celebrities give talks.
In 2001, the former American President Bill
Clinton was the star speaker.
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